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Resource efficiency in production becomes increasingly impor-
tant. But sustainably it can only be improved, while employees of 
all hierarchies are sensitized to that topic. In our opinion, lear-
ning factories can play an essential part to achieve this goal by 
teaching methods practically and in a realistic environment. The 
topic invites us to discuss the further development of learning 
factories into advanced training centers not only considering eco-
nomic factors but also expanding the focus on different aspects 
of resource efficiency. Therefore, we offer the following three 
sessions:

Learning factories for optimization of energy efficiency
Sustainable efficiency in production and logistics through lean 
learning factories
Creating the future with digital learning factories

The objective is to learn more about learning factories and to 
discuss didactical approaches. Therefore, we look forward to 
welcoming you to the third conference on learning factories in 
Munich.

 Prof. Dr.-Ing. Gunther Reinhart
 Conference Chairman

 
 
 Director of the iwb
 Head of project group RMV                 
 of Fraunhofer IWU

www.iwu.fraunhofer.de/learningconference 
www.energielernfabrik.de

PrefaCe

Increasing resource efficiency through 
education and training
   

» What I hear, I forget. 
   What I say, I remember. 
   What I do, I understand. «

   (Laozi, Chinese philosopher, 6th century BC)
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09:00   Opening of the conference
                         Prof. Gunther Reinhart | Conference Chairman
   Prof. Klaus Bengler | Dean of the Faculty of Mechanical 
   Engineering of TU München

09:10               Welcoming speech and presentation of the Initiative on 
                         Learning Factories
                       Prof. Eberhard Abele | PTW | TU Darmstadt

                     Session 1: Learning factories for optimization of 
                         energy efficiency
                          moderation: Prof. Eberhard Abele | PTW | TU Darmstadt

09:15                  Green Factory Bavaria - Knowledge transfer to 
                           increase energy efficiency in manufacturing 
                           Prof. Rolf Steinhilper | LUP | University of Bayreuth

09:45                Integration of process simulations into the CIP of energy 
                            efficiency at Daimler Trucks
                         Christian Oberthür | Daimler AG

10:15        Coffee Break

10:45               Die Lernfabrik - Research and education for sustainability in 
                       manufacturing
                           Prof. Christoph Herrmann | IWF | TU Braunschweig

11:15              The concept of the new Research Factory at 
                         Fraunhofer IWU - to objectify energy and resource 
                         efficiency R&D in the E3-Factory
                            Prof. Matthias Putz | Fraunhofer IWU

                          Session 2: Sustainable efficiency in production and 
                        logistics through lean learning factories
                       moderation: Prof. Wilfried Sihn | Vienna University of 
                         Technology

11:45                Lean Basic Training at ZF Lenksysteme 
                          Dr. Sebastian Böttcher and Marcus Schramm | 
                     ZF Lenksysteme GmbH

12:15              Lunch

Conference Agenda:
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13:15               Current activities and future challenges of the Process Learning 
                           Factory CiP
                         Prof. Joachim Metternich | PTW | TU Darmstadt

13:45                  Qualification as an effective tool to support the implementation 
   of lean
         Werner Beauvais | Schaeffler AG

14:15               Beyond lean learning factories - The model plant Ueberlingen      
                        as nucleus for the learning organization
                         Marc Goldschmidt | MTU Friedrichshafen GmbH

14:45          Coffee Break

                         Session 3: Creating the future with 
                           digital learning factories
                           moderation: Prof. Gunther Reinhart | iwb | TUM

15:15              XPRES - a digital learning factory for adaptive and sustainable 
                     manufacturing of future products
                          Dr. Gunilla Sivard and Dr. Thomas Lundholm | IIP | 
                      KTH Stockholm

15:45              Innovation of virtual commissioning solutions with the help of 
                         our Smart Automation research plant
                        David Koch | Siemens AG, Industry Automation

16:15              Digital - Real Learning Factory for manufacturing engineering
                          Prof. Engelbert Westkämper | IFF | University of Stuttgart

16:45               Transfer to iwb factory hall (Garching)

                         Evening event: 
                          Visit to the shop floor of  iwb learning factories

17:45               Introduction of the Model Factory for Energy Productivity (LEP) 
                          and the Learning Factory for Lean Production (LSP) 
                          Get together with a stand-up reception

                 Transfer back to hotel with stopover at Munich main station
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Opening of the Conference

Prof. Dr. Klaus Bengler - Dean of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering 
of Technische Universität München 

Klaus Bengler graduated in psychology at the University of Regensburg in 
1991 and received his PhD in 1994 in cooperation with BMW at the Institu-
te of Psychology (Prof. Dr. Zimmer). After his Ph.D. he was active on topics 
of software ergonomics and evaluation of human-machine interfaces. He 
investigated the influence of additional tasks on driving performance in 
several studies within EMMIS EU project and in contract with BMW. In 1997 
he joined BMW. From several projects he is experienced with experimental 
knowledge with different kind of driving simulators and field trials. At BMW 
he was responsible for the HMI project of the MOTIV program, a national 
follow on the program of PROMETHEUS. Within BMW Research and Tech-
nology he was responsible for projects on HMI research and leader of the 
usability lab. 
Since May 2009 he is leader of the Institute of Ergonomics at Technische 
Universität München which is active in research areas like digital human 
modeling, human robot cooperation, driver assistance HMI and human 
reliability. He is leading the German Standardization Group (FAKRA) AK-
10 “Mensch als Fahrzeugführer” and is active member of ISO TC22 SC13 
WG8 “Road vehicles - Ergonomic aspects of transport information and 
control systems“ as well as member of VDI working group “Menschliche 
Zuverlässigkeit”.

“Talents are our assets, reputation is our return.” A mission statement fit-
ting of an entrepreneurial university.
Technische Universität München (TUM) is one of Europe’s top universities. It 
is committed to excellence in research and teaching, interdisciplinary educa-
tion and the active promotion of promising young scientists. The university 
also forges strong links with companies and scientific institutions across the 
world. TUM was one of the first universities in Germany to be named a Uni-
versity of Excellence. In the international Shanghai Ranking (ARWU), TUM 
was rated the number one German university both in 2011 and 2012.
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Introduction of the Initiative on Learning 
Factories

Prof. Dr. Eberhard Abele - Head of the Initiative on Learning Factories

The production of the future is determined by shorter product life cycles 
and at the same time by increasing varieties in technologies, standards and 
methods. The challenge for industrial companies as well as for universities 
is therefore to establish more effective and sustainable methods for know-
ledge enhancement and knowledge transfer. Lifelong learning will become 
a crucial aspect for production engineers.
To cope with this challenge more and more companies and universities 
build up learning factories. Trainings in such a facility are more effective and 
efficient than any other didactical approach known by now. To learn more 
about these factories and to discuss didactical approaches we founded the 
Initiative on Learning Factories.
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sessIoN 1:
Learning factories for 
optimization of energy 
efficiency
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Session 1:
Learning factories for optimization of energy 
efficiency

Moderation: Prof. Dr. Eberhard Abele

The Institute Director Professor Dr.-Ing. Eberhard Abele studied mecha-
nical engineering at the Stuttgart University of Technology. He was a resear-
cher and department leader at the Fraunhofer Institute for manufacturing 
engineering and automation (IPA) in Stuttgart, Germany. In the past he 
was holding several management functions in a German automotive sup-
ply company as head of production planning and head of special purpose 
machine tool. In the same company he was head of production technology 
and technical director. Since 2000 he is director of the Institute for Produc-
tion Management, Technology and Machine Tools (PTW) at the Technische 
Universität Darmstadt. Professor Abele is chairman of the team “production 
research 2020” (Produktionsforschung 2020) of the German Ministry of 
Education and Research, fellow of the International Academy for Produc-
tion Engineering (CIRP) and a member of the German Academy of Science 
and Engineering (acatech). He published about 200 international research 
publications in the fields of cutting, automation, robotics, machine tools, 
and production management.

The Institute of Production Management, Technology and Machine Tools 
(PTW) is one of the leading German research institutes for production tech-
nology. Currently about 40 associate researchers focus their work on inno-
vation along the manufacturing value chain. This includes the development 
of machine components and cutting tools, technologies for high speed 
machining, energy efficient machine tools and manufacturing processes and 
production management.
As a pioneer the PTW opened in 2007 its own learning factory CiP on the 
campus of the Technische Universität Darmstadt. Producing real products 
the CiP represents a complete industrial production facility including ma-
chining and indirect processes. Since 2007 by far more than 1.000 profes-
sionals have been receiving training in the CiP. Meanwhile its curriculum of 
lean production methods has been continuously developed.

In the year 2013 the PTW celebrates its 120st anniversary.
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Prof. Dr.-Ing. Rolf Steinhilper studied Factory Management and Automo-
tive Technology at the University of Stuttgart, Germany from 1971 – 1978. 
He worked within the Fraunhofer Research Association on projects from 
Manufacturing, Remanufacturing, Recycling and EcoDesign for major in-
dustrial clients in Europe, USA and Canada, Japan, China and Taiwan from 
1978-2000. Since 2001 he is full professor for Manufacturing and Remanu-
facturing Technology at the University of Bayreuth, Germany; since 2006 he 
is also responsible for the Fraunhofer Project Group “Process innovation” 
there.
His team consists of more than 30 specialized scientists and engineers. They 
work on industry projects in the field of lean production and manufactu-
ring technology. Since energy efficiency is one of the future challenges for 
manufacturing companies increasing energy efficiency is one of their major 
tasks.
Rolf Steinhilper has published 15 books and more than 250 scientific artic-
les. In 1993 Rolf Steinhilper has been awarded with the European Environ-
mental Prize. 

Bayreuth’s Fraunhofer-Project Group Process Innovation, directed by Pro-
fessor Dr.-Ing. Rolf Steinhilper, has been an experienced R&D partner in 
production technology and innovation management for years. The research 
focus is on advancing lean production methodologies and technology deve-
lopment for product remanufacturing. On top of that selectively implemen-
ting efficient lean methods and production systems, several new methods 
and technologies for energy efficient manufacturing have been developed 
and introduced over the past years. 
In manufacturing related research, the institute holds manifold facilities: 
Assembly and disassembly laboratory, cleaning laboratory, CNC turning and 
milling machines, quality assurance laboratory, model factory for developing 
innovative workstation designs and production workflows, material flow 
simulation and factory planning laboratory.

Session 1: 
Green Factory Bavaria - Knowledge transfer to in-
crease energy efficiency in manufacturing
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Christian Oberthür is TOS (Truck Operating System) trainer at the OMCD 
(Operational Management Counsel Department) TrainingCenter at Daimler’s 
Mannheim based plant. After his apprenticeship as a tool mechanician 
at MEGA PLAST GmbH (2002-2006) he studied mechanical engineering 
(2007-2011) at Hochschule Furtwangen University (HFU) and University of 
New Brunswick (UNB, Canada). 
He started his career at Daimler in 2010 during an internship and later wro-
te his bachelor thesis. His job was to design a process simulation facility for 
energy efficiency that fits into the portfolio of the TrainingCenter in Mann-
heim.
In 2011 he became trainer for the operating sytem of Daimler Trucks (TOS). 
He is performing management trainings as well as improvement projects. 
Since 2012 the Hochschule Furtwangen University (HFU) engages him as 
assistant professor to lecture about lean management.

Daimler AG is one of the world’s most successful automotive companies. 
With its divisions Mercedes-Benz Cars, Daimler Trucks, Mercedes-Benz Vans, 
Daimler Buses and Daimler Financial Services, the Daimler Group is one of 
the biggest producers of premium cars and the world’s biggest manufac-
turer of commercial vehicles with a global reach. Daimler Financial Services 
provides financing, leasing, fleet management, insurance and innovative 
mobility services.
The company’s founders, Gottlieb Daimler and Carl Benz, made history with 
the invention of the automobile in the year 1886. As a pioneer of automo-
tive engineering, Daimler continues to shape the future of mobility today: 
The Group’s focus is on innovative and green technologies as well as on 
safe and superior automobiles that appeal to and fascinate its customers. 
For many years now, Daimler has been investing continually in the develop-
ment of alternative drive systems with the goal of making emission-free dri-
ving possible in the long term. So in addition to vehicles with hybrid drive, 
Daimler now has the broadest range of locally emission-free electric vehicles 
powered by batteries and fuel cells. This is just one example of how Daimler 
willingly accepts the challenge of meeting its responsibility towards society 
and the environment. 
Daimler sells its vehicles and services in nearly all the countries of the world 
and has production facilities on five continents. Its current brand portfo-
lio includes, in addition to the world’s most valuable premium automotive 
brand, Mercedes-Benz, the brands smart, Maybach, Freightliner, Western 
Star, BharatBenz, Fuso, Setra and Thomas Built Buses. The company is listed 
on the stock exchanges of Frankfurt and Stuttgart (stock exchange symbol 
DAI). In 2011, the Group sold 2.1 million vehicles and employed a work-
force of more than 271,000 people; revenue totaled €106.5 billion and EBIT 
amounted to €8.8 billion.

Session 1: Integration of process simulations into 
the CIP of energy efficiency at Daimler Trucks
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Prof. Dr.-Ing. Christoph Herrmann is university professor for Sustainable 
Manufacturing & Life Cycle Engineering and co-director of IWF, Institute of 
Machine Tools and Production Technology, Technische Universität Braun-
schweig. Since 2009 he leads the Joint German-Australian Research Group 
on “Sustainable Manufacturing and Life Cycle Management” together with 
Prof. Sami Kara from the University of New South Wales (UNSW), Sydney.
Prof. Herrmann has studied mechanical engineering / production enginee-
ring. He was research assistant at IFH (Institute of Production Automation 
and Handling Technology) and IWF. After his doctor degree (Dr.-Ing.) in 
2003 he habilitated in production engineering in 2008 and was appointed 
associate professor (apl. Prof.) in 2011. As a company’s founder (2002-
2007) he has transferred tools and services to support design for environ-
ment into the electric/electronic and automotive industry. 
From 2005 to 2008 he was also scientific director of KERP Center of Excel-
lence Environment & Electronics, Vienna. From 2009 to 2013 he was scien-
tific director and member of the NFF (Niedersächsisches Forschungszentrum 
Fahrzeugtechnik), Germany. In 2011 Prof. Herrmann’s team together with 
colleagues from Fraunhofer and industry partners has won the German 
Resource Efficiency Award from the Federal Ministry of Economics and 
Technology, Germany. Professor Herrmann has conducted various industry 
and research projects in the context of life cycle engineering and sustaina-
ble manufacturing on national and international level. He was chairman of 
the international conference series Eco-X in 2005 and 2007 in Vienna and 
chairman of the 18th CIRP Conference on Life Cycle Engineering held in 
Braunschweig in 2011. He has published more than 200 papers, book pub-
lications as author, co-other and editor.

The Institute of Machine Tools and Production Technology (IWF) of the Tech-
nische Universität Braunschweig is part of the Faculty of Mechanical Engi-
neering and has a long tradition and history. 
Today the institute has two directors: Prof. Dr.-Ing. Klaus Dröder (Production 
Technology & Process Automation) and Prof. Dr.-Ing. Christoph Herrmann 
(Sustainable Manufacturing & Life Cycle Engineering). Main research areas 
are manufacturing processes, manufacturing technologies for lightweight  
and functional structures, process simulation, mechanisms and robotics, 
mechatronics/adaptronics and smart materials, handling/assembly automati-
on, e-mobility, battery production, energy and resource efficiency, life cycle 
planning, life cycle assessment/costing.

Session 1: Die Lernfabrik - Research and educa-
tion for sustainability in manufacturing
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Prof. Dr.-Ing. Matthias Putz received his PhD in Mechanical Engineering in 
1986. After that, he started his scientific career as Senior Research Assistant 
at Department of Machine Tools (forming machines and presses) at Chem-
nitz University of Technology. During that time he had the chance to work 
as visiting lecturer at the Department of Mechanical Engineering at Univer-
sity of Aleppo in Syria (1988 until 1990). From 1993 until 1994, Professor 
Putz worked in the German metal working industry, where he collected 
considerable experience in managing large projects as Project Engineer and 
Manager. In 1994, he started his career at Fraunhofer IWU in Chemnitz. 
From 1999 to 2000, he coordinated the Fraunhofer IWU research bran-
ch office activities in Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA. Afterwards, he worked 
as Division Director of Forming Technology at Fraunhofer IWU until 2005. 
In 2006 and 2007, he was responsible as Chief of Engineer Research and 
Development and as Deputy Director at Fraunhofer IWU Chemnitz. Since 
2008, Professor Putz has been the Coordinator of the BMBF-funded R&D 
Innovation Alliance “Green Carbody Technologies” InnoCat. From 2008 to 
2011, he worked as Division Director System Technology followed by the 
position as Division Director Production Management at Fraunhofer IWU in 
2012. 

„Research for the Future“ is the motto of the Fraunhofer Institute for 
Machine Tools and Forming Technology IWU. This is exemplified by the 
Institute‘s strong emphasis on application-oriented research and develop-
ment in the field of production technology for the automotive and mecha-
nical engineering sectors.
With an annual budget of about 34 million euros and over 520 highly quali-
fied engineers and scientists, combined with laboratories for machine tools, 
forming and joining technology, mechatronics, precision technology and 
Virtual Reality in Chemnitz, Dresden, Augsburg and Zittau, Fraunhofer IWU 
is recognized as one of the leading contractual research and development 
institutions across Germany in our specialized fields of work.

Session 1: The concept of the new Research Fac-
tory at Fraunhofer IWU – to objectify energy and 
resource efficiency R&D in the E3-Factory
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3rd Conference on Learning factories
“Increasing resource efficiency through education and training”

The concept of the new Research Factory at Fraunhofer IWU – to objectify 
energy and resource efficiency R&D in the E3-Factory

Prof. Matthias Putz

Fraunhofer IWU Chemnitz

Munich, May 7th 2013

R&D competency “Resource-Efficient Production“

Short Profile

~ 510 employees

29 M € volume in project research (2012), ~50% industry

4 000 m² testing field

Institute branches in Chemnitz, Dresden, Augsburg, Zittau

IWU Campus Chemnitz 

The FRAUNHOFER IWU
An Institute of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft

Fields of Research

Machine tools

Mechatronics 

Lightweight structures

Cutting technologies

Forming technologies 

Joining and assembly technologies

Production management

IWU testing fields

Session 1: The concept of the new Research Factory at Fraunhofer IWU – to objectify energy and resource efficiency R&D in the E3-Factory
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AGENDA

1. Energy and resource efficiency – drivers and challenges

2. Research focus energy and resource efficient factory

The E³-factory – the IWU approach

3. BMBF Innovation Alliance “Green Carbody Technologies” - InnoCaT

The InnoCaT Reference Factory

Energy and Resource Efficiency – Drivers and Challenges

AVAILABILITY and PRICE of the required resources are 

prerequisites for success in the economic competition 

Energy- and resource-efficient technology OPTIONS lead to 

sustainable competitive advantages

Energy MANGEMENT on a high level will be decisive for 

mastering the turnaround in energy policy 

Competiveness Factors for the Factories of the Future
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Energy Efficiency 2.0
Ensuring prosperity in a more complex “energy environment” for industry

Energy Efficiency 1.0

Savings
energy becomes scarce and expensive

Energy Efficiency 2.0

Volatility
energy shortage and surplus alternate, storage requirements

Regionality
energy cannot be transported arbitrarily

Conjunction of rolls
rols of consumers and producers mix

Transparency
broad opinion making process without ideologies in the population

2012 
et seq.

Boundary Conditions in Energy Production (Germany)

Future Challenges / Problems

Inflexible ad hoc production and supply of energy

High expenditure for the transport of energy between north and south

Missing storage capacity / high losses of transformation

Industry influences amount 
of energy demand

SUBSTITUTION

Energy yield in renewable energies

WIND

SUN

NORTH

SOUTH

Wind Energy Solar EnergyGDP Portions and 
Nuclear Power Plants in Germany

daily average in kwh/m²

Session 1: The concept of the new Research Factory at Fraunhofer IWU – to objectify energy and resource efficiency R&D in the E3-Factory
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Using a mobility approach … ?

USA

Houses follow jobs …

Germany

Factories follow energy allocation ?

Efficient

Emission neutral

Embedding human needs

E³-Factory – value creating and competitive

E³-Factory of the Future – towards E³-Production
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Research Focus ”energy efficient factory” ?

Increase in cost for electricity 2000-2011: approx. 100 % (automotive industry)

Business success = f (quality, productivity, flexibility, energy cost) 

E³- factory: energy self-sufficient, emission neutral, ergonomic factory

3-Step-Method in Production Technology to Reduce the Energy Cost / “Needs”

Production optimized in efficiency

Efficiency technologies, process reliability

Low-energy production plants

Efficiency

Total energy management

Energy chains, “closed“ energy cycles

Sustainability

Use of independent energy sources

Substitution

AGENDA

1. Energy and resource efficiency – drivers and challenges

2. Research focus energy and resource efficient factory

The E³-factory – the IWU approach

3. BMBF Innovation Alliance “Green Carbody Technologies” - InnoCaT

The InnoCaT Reference Factory

Session 1: The concept of the new Research Factory at Fraunhofer IWU – to objectify energy and resource efficiency R&D in the E3-Factory
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Energy- and resource efficient Production

Energy controlled Factory

Embedding Human related topics - better 

E³ - Factory – the value creating, competitive factory

E³ - Factory of the Future – E³-Production …

Fraunhofer IWU 
approach

Building ready for use: 04 / 2013

Building: 62 m x 26 m x 16 m

New E³-Factory – testing field at Fraunhofer IWU Chemnitz

E³ - Factory of the Future – E³-Production …

IWU approach: R&D-factory “Resource efficient Production”

Advanced Technology focus: a) Body-in-white; b) Powertrain components

New Control and Management focus: Use of alternative energy sources in production 

and new level of energy management

Interaction of Production techniques and facility/building utility management
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Total Energy Management

Approach of systems 
theory

Energy-oriented analysis of 
the process parameters 

Recording and Balancing of the Resource and Energy Consumption 

on Technology level

balancing of the 
individual
processes 

process chain 
balance (= total 
balance)

Technology options and 
measures to increase 
efficiency

Reference values for evaluation

Detection of energy- and resource-
sensitive control variables

Representation of the 
processes as modules

Flexibility as regards link to 
the process chains

Factors of influence

objects for help

system 
boundary

System border

v
ie

w
in

g
 s

p
a

c
e

e
n

e
rg

y
 

re
c
o

v
e

ry

Energy-Sensitive Control in carbody production

Model of dependencies between the components of the plant / infrastructure / building 

control system (dependency graph)

Determination of resource relationships between components

Recognition of logically directly adjacent components

Procedure during operating production

Reacting to consumption changes of components

Suggestions for optimized operating states of dependent components

Specific use of potential savings

ready for operation

producing

ready for production

e
n
e
rg

y 
u
s
e
d

time

actual state

ready for operation

producing

ready for productione
n
e
rg

y 
u
s
e
d

time

target state

Total Energy Management

Session 1: The concept of the new Research Factory at Fraunhofer IWU – to objectify energy and resource efficiency R&D in the E3-Factory
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E³ - Factory of the Future (Fraunhofer IWU)
General Energy Concept

power heat cold

transformer / producer

central storage

supply

recording(Windmill)

PV plant

Gas provider

Electricity

provider

production and energy management            

Decentralized production of energy & media
by using renewable energy.

Energy storage (short-term, medium-term, long-term)
to smooth out peaks, to refeed energy loss and for 
independent operation. 

Energy-sensitive management to completely record
and synchronize all flows of order, material and energy.

IWU research factory »Resource Efficient Production«

Need for action

standardized
interfaces

function
blocks

modular
services

Production (MES) Energy (EMS) IS, Building (BMS)

Coordinated control of all components of 
production & infrastructure (production, building)

Optimization of resource utilization during factory
operation, taking all production targets into account

Basis: Transparency concerning resource utilization and 
resource flows by means of monitoring
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Software framework eniMES

(1) Energy-sensitive order scheduling (part of eniPLAN)

(2) Energy-sensitive control of material flow (part of eniPLAN)

(3) Energy-sensitive control of operating states (eniCONTROL)

(1)

(2)

(3)
seconds

MES

PLC

ERP
weeks

days

minutes

Time of 
decision making

hours

Energy supply concept

Bild: Wikipedia

El. power, heat and cold 

provided by a BHKW

(238 kWel/363 kWth) coupled

with an absorption-machine

(210 kWth).

System demonstrator

Photovoltaic (58,5 kWpeak) 

(included in facility)

Wind turbine (future Demonstrator)

IWU production technology 

competence (hydroforming of 

metal rotor blades).

Flywheel (500 kW·14s)

collects excessive el. 

energy and delivers it to 

smoothening load pikes
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Energy management concept

Semantic-Web-based information 
system

To automat. link measured energy data 

with planning and operational data of the 

equipment (structure, behavior, condition) 

and by this generating new knowledge.

Energy sensitive Control system

Optimize all resource needs, 

recognizing completely the 

production targets, by a coordinated 

control of production, Infra structure, 

facility automation.

Interaction and Visualization

Web based services for an interactive 

visualization of simulated and real 

Energy data (usable on any standard 

conform web browser) as basis for 

mobile-IT assistant systems.

IWU approach towards Industry 4.0 

Planning tools for flexible 

adaptable factories, facilities, 

processes and process chains

Role

Technology
(Production, Logistics) Linked

Factory
Cloud

Enterprise Software

Targets, Standards

Self-definition, Registration Data linkage, Knowledge extraction

Contextual provision

Data / Services

Human

Indoor-

Navigation
(material handling 

technology, 

employees, ...)

Enterprises as

„Smart Factories“

Economic structure

Role

Human

Cyber-Physical

Production Systems

constraints, requirements

mobile-IT
Solutions

for 

commissioning, 

maintenance,  

monitoring

and control

Human

Machine-

Communication

Environment Industry / Market NetworksTransport
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AGENDA

1. Energy and resource efficiency – drivers and challenges

2. Research focus energy and resource efficient factory

The E³-factory – the IWU approach

3. BMBF Innovation Alliance “Green Carbody Technologies” - InnoCaT

The InnoCaT Reference Factory

INNOVATION ALLIANCE “GREEN CARBODY TECHNOLOGIES“

Project duration: 3 years (2010-2012)

Total number of partners: 60

Total number of subprojects:  30 (selected)

Total project volume: approx. 30 Mio Euro

Joint ProjectsPartners

InnoCaT

Session 1: The concept of the new Research Factory at Fraunhofer IWU – to objectify energy and resource efficiency R&D in the E3-Factory
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Research Focus

semi-finished 
product sheet metal tool making press plant car body painting

Planning

Research for car body production, oriented towards technology 

and plants

Energy expenditure
for resources

Energy consumption of
production equipment

Energy requirements
for infrastructure

Energy requirements
of technologies

Research Approach

Integrated approach for early planning and permanent control

Innovation Alliance “Green Carbody Technologies“

“Energy“ underrepresented as criterion of planning and control
Evaluation of energy efficiency is subjective and inhomogeneous 

Today:

Research focus: “energy data sensitivity“

Planning tools with a function 

of energy prognosis

Data integration DiFa - MES 

for energy-sensitive control

Digital factory before SOP Plant operation after SOP

Recording and 

management of 

the models (PPR), 

energy data

and measured 

values

Making energy measurable and assessable

1. Production information systems

2. Planning before SOP (“digital factory“)

3. Production control (after SOP)

Energy-related efficiency indicators 

Energy parameters comprehensive of 
several units

Comprehensive resource control

»Planning of Low-Energy Production«
frame-project InnoCaT 1 

Reference numbers and IT basis components 

(data-/models, interfaces, service)
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Innovation Alliance “Green Carbody Technologies“
Fields of Research 2010 - 2012

Systems of energy information and 

data management

Planning methods and

planning tools

Operative 

resource management

Resource-efficient 

forming processes

Energy-efficient 

systems engineering

Energy balance in the

tool life cycle

Tool concept for optimized use of 

resources

Energy-efficient production and repair in 

tool making

Evaluation and design of processes for 

car body construction

Innovative electrical 

components and control technology

Strategies for lightweight construction 

Optimization of the process steps of

spray painting and drying

Modularization 

of car body construction 

InnoCaT 4

Car Body 

Engineering

InnoCaT 5

Painting

InnoCaT 1

Planning 

InnoCaT 2

Press Plant

InnoCaT 3

Tool Making

Energy and material flow in the processes of car body production

The InnoCaT Reference Factory - Concept and Effect

Input: energy carrier and process media

press 

plant

car body

construction
painting

tool making

steel

Elt Gas

com-
pressed

air

CO2

Process chain car body production

In
p
u
t:
 m

a
te

ri
a
l

Output: painted car bodies (A/B)

Output: emissions

H2O

Energy use

sheet steel manufacturing1

9.54 kWh / kgsteel

CO2 emission

sheet steel manufacturing

2.59 kgCO2 
/ kgsteel

e.g. 

heat, noise

Energy use

paint manufacturing2

7...14 kWh / kgpaint

CO2 emission

paint manufacturing

electrical
energy 

process

gas
cold 

H2O

cooling

H2O

heating

gas

car plant

sheet steel - scrap

1 Source: Federal Environmental Agency, data base PROBAS, 2012
2 Source: InnoCaT5, 2012

casting**

painting
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The InnoCaT Reference 
Factory

Concept and Effect

Data and parameters (a selection)

Denomination Amount Remark or unit

output 250,000 cars per year

shifts 690 shifts per year

weight of car body, including add-on parts 344 kg

number of sheet parts (outer shell per model) 12 manufactured at OEM

length of the laser-welded seams 21 m

surface of the car body (cataphoretic painting) 90 m2

surface of the car body (top coat) 24 m2

energy use – manufacturing of sheet steel (zinc-coated) 9.54 MWh per ton

INNOVATION ALLIANCE “GREEN CARBODY TECHNOLOGIES“

total energy expenditure

direct energy requirements

Evaluation of the InnoCaT effects by using two calculation approaches

”factory“ level

”product“ car body

Real energy consumption (electrical, gas, compressed air) of 
the assembly sections press plant, tool making, car body 
construction and painting

+ proportionate demand of central infrastructures

+ cumulated energy expenditure for material (steel, paint)

scaled to reference factory (production volume)

divided to assembly sections and individual stations

Specific energy requirements (electrical energy, gas, 
compressed air) for typical product-oriented operations in    
above-mentioned assembly sections 
+ cumulated energy expenditure for material (steel, paint) 

projected to size per car body Klasse A / B 

projected to reference factory (production volume)

Potential in the subproject evaluation InnoCaT-effect for the total reference factory

The InnoCaT Reference Factory - Concept and Effect
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sessIoN 2:
Sustainable efficiency in 
production and logistics 
through lean learning 
factories
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Wilfried Sihn, Univ.-Prof. Prof. eh. Dr.-Ing. Dr. h.c. Dipl.-Wirtsch.-Ing., is Pro-
fessor and Head of the Division Industrial Engineering and System Design at 
the IMW since 2004. Before, he was Deputy Director of the Fraunhofer Ins-
titute for Manufacturing Engineering and Automation (IPA) in Stuttgart, and 
is Director of Fraunhofer Austria since December 2008. He has been active 
in the field of applied research and consulting services for more than 25 ye-
ars now. His areas of expertise include production management, corporate 
organization, enterprise logistics, factory planning, order management, and 
business process reengineering. 
Prof. Sihn was instrumental in developing concepts as the Fractal Company. 
As well, he is Vice-President of the “International Society of Agile Manufac-
turing” and International Editor of the journal „Agility and Global Compe-
tition”, as well as Guest Editor of the „International Journal of Technology 
Management (IJTM)”.He holds lectures on the above-mentioned topics at 
national and international conferences. His more than 200 publications also 
include several books, making him an active player in scientific and practice-
related discussions.

The Institute of Management Science / Department for Industrial Enginee-
ring and System Design (IMW) at the Vienna University of Technology can 
offer expertise in the main areas such as Production Management & Logi-
stics Management as well as Quality-, Process- and Product Management. 
Research concentrates on the processing of scientific findings for practical 
applications. Numerous positive project results proof the reliable metho-
dological background of the department. IMW is co-operating with the 
Fraunhofer Austria Research GmbH that is performing applied and industry 
oriented research. Projects are dealing with the planning and optimization 
of the structure, organization and management of industrial and service 
enterprises or their logistics networks and is specialised in structuring and 
optimisation of production and logistics processes in a high-tech and highly 
automated environment. Special emphasis is given to the matching of IT 
systems with the requirements of operational domains in particular with 
respect to the organisation of socio-technological systems.

Session 2:
Sustainable efficiency in production and logistics 
through lean learning factories

Moderation: Prof. Dr. Wilfried Sihn
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Dr. Sebastian Boettcher is working at ZF Lenksysteme GmbH since April 
2012. He is responsible for the coordination of the ZF Lenksysteme produc-
tion systems in plant Bietigheim with approximately 600 employees.
He studied systems engineering at Chemnitz University of technology till 
2004. From 2005 to 2008 he was industrial Ph.D-student and internal lean 
consultant for the Bosch Production System at Robert Bosch GmbH. 
After receiving the Ph.D. he went to MBtech Consulting GmbH (formerly a 
100% subsidiary of Daimler AG) in Sindelfingen. He started as consultant 
for lean and optimization projects. At the end he was a senior consultant 
and supported clients in lean transformation in production as well as in 
administration.

As a joint venture between Robert Bosch GmbH and ZF Friedrichshafen AG, 
we are a pacesetter and trendsetter in the field of steering systems for pas-
senger cars and commercial vehicles. 
Bends, switchbacks, parking spaces, rough roads, slippery road surfaces and 
sudden lane-change manoeuvres – this is our world. We call it the fascinati-
on of steering. 
Whether ZF-Servotronic speed-dependent rack-and-pinion power steering, 
energy-saving ZF-Servolectric electric power steering, 
active steering, steering columns with memory or low-consumption steering 
pumps – we set the course for technological change and are a highly capa-
ble, experienced partner for the automotive industry. 
ZF Lenksysteme GmbH has had its headquarters in Schwaebisch Gmuend, 
approximately 50 km to the east of Stuttgart, since 1999. Around 5,000 
employees work here in three factories. We maintain 17 locations world-
wide in eight countries with more than 13,000 employees. In 2011, the 
company achieved a turnover of more than 3.6 billion euros.

Marcus Schramm studied mechanical engineering at Fachhochschule in 
Esslingen a.N. and graduated in 1999.
He has worked at ZF Lenksysteme GmbH since November 1999. He is res-
ponsible for the coordination of the ZF Lenksysteme production systems in 
the central office in  Schwaebisch Gmuend.
Between 1999 and 2007 he was working as a planer and was a group lea-
der for assembly line planning at ZF Lenksysteme GmbH. 
Since 2007 he has responsibility for implementing the ZF Lenksysteme pro-
duction system in the ZF Lenksysteme GmbH worldwide.

Session 2: Lean Basic Training at ZF Lenksysteme 
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Lean Basic Training at 
ZF Lenksysteme

3rd Conference on Learning Factories

Dr. Sebastian Boettcher, Marcus Schramm
May 7th, 2013

ZFLS publicAll rights reserved by ZF Lenksysteme GmbH

Agenda

1 ZF Lenksysteme GmbH

2 ZPS – ZFLS Production System

3 ZPS Training

2
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Owner Structure

Robert Bosch GmbH
Subscribed capital: 1,200 € m

50% 50%

ZF Lenksysteme GmbH
Subscribed capital: 127,8 € m

ZF Friedrichshafen AG
Subscribed capital: 300 € m

3

ZFLS publicAll rights reserved by ZF Lenksysteme GmbH

Facts and Figures

2011 2011/2010

Turnover 3,566 € m +19 %

Employees 11,725 +12 %

Investment 287 € m +71 %

R&D costs 171 € m +22 %

Operating Profit 177 € m +21 %

Equity capital ratio 33 % -3 %

Yield in sales 5,0 % +2 %

2011 at a glance

4
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Key Data Turnover

* thereof: 69 % EPS

Turnover Group: 
+19 % to 3,566 € m

400

749

405

840

1,853
2,321

2010 2011

Steering Systems for 
Passenger Cars

Steering Columns for 
Passenger Cars

Steerings Systems for
CVs & Pumps

Business fields /
Product field Development of sales (in € m)

+25 %

+1 %

+12 %

Development and share of turnover by Business fields/Product field
2011

5
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Agenda

1 ZF Lenksysteme GmbH

2 ZPS – ZFLS Production System

3 ZPS Training

7

ZFLS publicAll rights reserved by ZF Lenksysteme GmbH

History of ZPS 

What ist ZPS?
The “Fully Integrated Production System“ of ZF Lenksysteme

What are the origins of ZPS?
ZPS is based on the Toyota Production System and applies several years of
experience in implementing the Kaizen principles.
Basic elements from BPS (Bosch Production system) & Formel ZF supported our
development process “Fully integrated Production System ZPS“

8
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Internat. ZPS-plant 
coordinator meeting

ZPS organization
Organization chart

Executive 
management

Plant 
management

Business 
field mgmt.

ZPS-plant 
coordinator

Plant 
management

Business 
field mgmt.

ZPS-plant 
coordinator

Central ZPS 
office

Business 
field mgmt.

ZPS-bfd. 
coordinator

ZPS-bfd. 
coordinator

ZPS-bfd. 
coordinator

10
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Agenda

1 ZF Lenksysteme GmbH

2 ZPS – ZFLS Production System

3 ZPS Training

11
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ZPS Training concept

Looking ahead and 
improving

Understanding 
and
stabilizing

TPM, 
SMED

KAIZEN, PDCA, standardization, 
quality tools

Lean line 
design and flow 
orientated layout

Value adding and waste
TQM, 5S, visual management Key  indicators

Pull principle, 
Kanban, leveling A3 Report, 

working with 
target states, 
vision, target 
controlling, 
shopfloor

management 
(leadership) 

ZPS targets, fundamental idea of a production system, 
overview over the properties of ZPS Value stream managementBase

Guiding and working in the improvement process

12
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Redesign ZPS Training

Redesign
ZPS 

basic 
training

 theoretical training with many 
power-point slides at the front

 main focus on teaching 
ZPS-tools (5S, TPM, milk run, 
quick change over, etc.)

 much theory, less practical 
training

 less involvement of 
participants

 no review of the teaching 
contents

 no link to practical exercise 
and daily business

Learning ZPS in the past New ZPS Training

 short introduction into theory
 understanding holistic 

approach of ZPS and value 
stream thinking

 strengthen awareness to 
identify waste 

 practical simulation and 
individual group work

 intensive involvement of 
participants

 reference to practical 
experience

 transfer training to daily 
business 

Premises

13
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Learning by doing:
Application of ZPS will be explained 
with a practical simulation

Approach ZPS Training

 Background: Why are improvements necessary?
 Proceeding: Improvement work with the ZPS 

systematic
 Analysis: How can we recognize the real problems 

and identify the waste?
 Implementation: Systematic development and 

implementation of improvements
 Performance measurement: How can we evaluate 

the changes?
 Daily Business: Which improvement at the own 

workplace can be done by the operators?

Overview of ZFLS Production System

Target group:
Employees of production and the directly supporting departments (logistics, maintenance, 
quality, supervisors) and all in ZPS interested people

14
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Storyboard of ZPS Training

transpa-
rency, 
intro-
duction

practical training loops

Main phases of each training

welcome 
and get in 
contact

feedback 
and 
goodbye

learning 
by doing

3.1

1 2 3 4 5

tim
e

3.2

3.3

3.4

ph
as

e
ro

le
 o

f 
tr

ai
ne

es
co

nt
en

t self 
introduction 
and own 
experiences
agenda
 targets

short 
introduction 
with backround
information 
about produc-
tion systems

more active passive  very active in simulation and feedback
 group work in analysis and improvement 

phases

more active more active

reflection
and 
transfer

debriefing
 transfer learned 

skills to daily 
business

 lessons learned 
for trainers

30 minutes 30 minutes 60 minutes 30 minutes1.5 day

15
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Welcome and introduction phase

 introduction to training
 understanding the 

pre-experience of the trainees
 short overview about the history, 

development and background of 
production system with only 5 
power-point slides

Phases 1 and 2

 introduction to the simulation 
“ZPS Company”

 explain the roles and workplaces 
as well as work content

16
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Practical training loops
Phase 3.1

 participants have to produce 
ZPS-airplanes 

 7 workplaces and 1 person for 
logistics
− pre-assembly motor, 

pre-assembly tail, pre-assembly
wings, final assembly, 
preparation packaging, quality
check, packing and labeling

− logistic for delivery
 process observer (min. 1 person)
 premises

− 15 planes in 15 minutes
− lot size: 4
− screwdrivers and wrenches have 

to be used

17
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Practical training loops
Phase 3.2

response of the participants after the 
first simulation:
 Very busy and stressful
 It is the same as it is in the plant, 

every time the logistic
 The only problem is logistic
 I´ve got a good work place
 Nothing to do
 I wouldn´t do that for eight hours

key indicators for quality, costs and 
delivery show the performance and the 
improvement during the training loops 

18
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Practical training loops

 collecting of every ones problems
 clustering the problems 
 discussion about the biggest 

problem
 explaining the value stream as a 

analyzing method
 participants create a rough value 

stream (base is given)
 sort the problems to the workplaces
 explaining that stock means there is 

a problem

Phase 3.3

What‘s the biggest problem? 
What will you start with?

19
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Practical training loops

S
IM

U
L

A
T

IO
N

S
IM

U
L

A
T

IO
N

S
IM

U
L

A
T

IO
N

1 analysis + improvement

 what’s the biggest 
problem
 value stream mapping 

and design
 one piece flow
 7 kinds of waste
 visual management 

and 5S

2 analysis + improvement 3 analysis + improvement

Learning content per simulation and optimization turn

S
IM

U
L

A
T

IO
N

 poka yoke and fixtures
 visualization and 

standardization
 flow oriented layout 
 lean line design
 operator balance chart

 Kanban / 2-bin-system
 standard number of 

parts
 cyclic material supply

plan

do

ac
t

check reflecting individual feeling and
key performance indicators

4

20
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Practical training loops

Implementing of measures 

 focus on max. 3 projects 
(improvements)
 bundling of capacity
 reasonable use of resources

Checking of effectivity

 simulation
 subjective impression

 checking with key figures

Understanding the situation

 value stream analysis and design
 where do we have the 

biggest problem?

Review target definition

 problem solved ?
 sustainable?
 roll out in other areas
 definition of new targets

Procedure of the PDCA systematic

21
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Reflection and feedback phase

 I will clean my work place
 Optimizing the content of the bins
 I will bring more transparency to my 

work place

 the simulation
 the check with the key figures
 working with the value stream

 additional variant of the plane
 use of a magnetic board for the 

value stream
 mapping a value stream in the plant

Which important point you‘ll improve 
in your daily business immediately?

What was the most interesting issue 
of the training?

What should be improved in the 
training?

Phases 4 and 5

22
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Lessons learned

practical training first – less power point slides

group working on own ideas to find feasible solutions 
creates high self-motivation of trainees

approach of value stream mapping and socratic
questions support the way of lean thinking

3

4

detailed discussion of lessons learned and transfer to daily 
business is important for sustainability of training content

standardized moderator guide assures consistent training results

2

5

6

train the trainer approach for worldwide rollout7

7 key findings of success

23

creating an opened minded situation by considering and reflecting 
own personal experience

1
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Professor Dr. Joachim Metternich holds the chair of Intralogistics and 
Production Management at the Technische Universität Darmstadt (TUD). 
After studying industrial engineering he worked as research associate at the 
Institute of Production Management, Technology and Machine Tools (PTW) 
of the TUD where he graduated as Dr.-Ing. in the year 2001.
Until 2004 he was the assistant to the Chief Operating Officer of the lea-
ding German Machine Tool Manufacturer TRUMPF Werkzeugmaschinen 
GmbH. After holding a position as a production manager for BOSCH Diesel 
s.r.o. in the Czech Republik he became in 2008 head of the production 
system of the Knorr-Bremse AG, a German manufacturer of braking systems 
for rail vehicles.
Since 2012 he is deputy director of the PTW together with Professor Abele. 

The Institute of Production Management, Technology and Machine Tools 
(PTW) is one of the leading German research institutes for production tech-
nology. Currently about 40 associate researchers focus their work on inno-
vation along the manufacturing value chain. This includes the development 
of machine components and cutting tools, technologies for high speed 
machining, energy efficient machine tools and manufacturing processes and 
production management.
As a pioneer the PTW opened in 2007 its own learning factory CiP on the 
campus of the Technische Universität Darmstadt. Producing real products 
the CiP represents a complete industrial production facility including ma-
chining and indirect processes. Since 2007 by far more than 1.000 profes-
sionals have been receiving training in the CiP. Meanwhile its curriculum of 
lean production methods has been continuously developed.

In the year 2013 the PTW celebrates its 120st anniversary.

Session 2: Current activities and future challenges 
of the Process Learning Factory CiP
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Dipl.Ing., Dipl. Wirtsch.Ing. Werner Beauvais has been involved in 
Schaefflers lean activities named MOVE for four years. As the head of the 
MOVE-Office he reports directly to Dr. Heiko Gierhardt who coordinates the 
lean activities at the Schaeffler Group worldwide.
After studying electrical engineering at the TU-München he added the AWA 
postgraduate studies also at the TUM.
He gained his work experience at Engel Machinery Austria as a projects en-
gineer and later in the quality assurance. This lead him to work on the im-
plementation of an ISO 9001 quality system at the Canadian subsidiary and 
later filling positions in production and sales. As a key account manager for 
automotive customers he was also responsible for the sales processes and 
the business side of a SAP implementation. After almost 10 years at Engel 
Canada he continued to work in the same fields at the Schaeffler Group in 
Herzogenaurach Germany. Since 2006 he has been involved in continuous 
improvement activities. When Schaeffler started the new MOVE initiative in 
2008 / 2009 it was his part to start up the qualification end of the program 
with the first Schaeffler learning factory.

Schaeffler AG develops and manufactures precision products for everything 
that moves – in machines, equipment, and vehicles as well as in aviation 
and aerospace applications – with its INA, LuK, and FAG brands.
Schaeffler is a leading manufacturer of bearings worldwide and a renowned 
supplier to the automotive industry. The globally active group of companies, 
which is based in Herzogenaurach, Germany, generated sales of approxi-
mately 11.1 billion Euros in 2012. With approximately 76,000 employees 
worldwide, Schaeffler is one of the largest German and European industrial 
companies in family ownership.
With 180 locations in over 50 countries, Schaeffler has a worldwide net-
work of manufacturing locations, research and development facilities, sales 
companies, engineering offices, and training centers. Customer proximity 
is important for the development of market-specific products, and for short 
delivery times and rapid service.  All Schaeffler plants worldwide work to 
the highest standards of quality and environmental protection and are 
certified to internationally-applicable standards. Moreover, with its Code of 
Conduct, Schaeffler has committed itself to compliance with high social and 
ethical standards.

Session 2: Qualification as an effective tool to 
support the implementation of lean
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Qualification as an effective tool to 
support the implementation of Lean

3rd Conference on Learning Factories, Munich, May 7 2013

Werner Beauvais

MOVE Qualification

May 2013 Schaeffler - MOVE Qualification - W. Beauvais1

MOVE Academies

Leadership workshops

Benchmark Seminars
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The MOVE System

May 2013 Schaeffler - MOVE Qualification - W. Beauvais2

The MOVE arrow symbolizes the principles of the MOVE System 

for all Schaeffler employees 

MOVE Academies

May 2013 Schaeffler - MOVE Qualification - W. Beauvais3

Excitement

The main courses "Lean 

Enterprise" and "Lean Office" 

are meant mostly for 

management

Trainings as "Value Stream 

Design", "Swimlane" and 

"Kanban" are for specialists

3

Goal is not only to understand but to reveille emotion and enthusiasm for  MOVE

"This is a great course, it is demanding and fun!"
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12 MOVE Academies worldwide

May 2013 Schaeffler - MOVE Qualification - W. Beauvais4

One concept worldwide

Fort Mill, SC, USA
Taicang (CN)

Sorocaba (BR)

Herzogenaurach (DE)

Schweinfurt (DE)

Bühl (DE)

Brasov (RO)

Skalica (SK)

3 Academies India

1 Academy Korea

Training -> Homework -> Application

May 2013 Schaeffler - MOVE Qualification - W. Beauvais5

A work shop should be scheduled shortly after the training
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MOVE Lean Enterprise and Lean Office

May 2013 Schaeffler - MOVE Qualification - W. Beauvais6

Impressions

Feedback: There is room for improvement

Main points for improvement:

- how to transfer the learned into the own environment?

- too much information packed into two days!

May 2013 Schaeffler - MOVE Qualification - W. Beauvais7

The courses are well received due to the high content of practical exercises

Improvement to the system:

General lean training

- Lean factory light (4 hours)

- Lean office light  (4 hours)

Specialized trainings

Combine training session with 
subsequent work shop on the floor

- e.g. 2 days VSD training with 
adjacent values stream work shop

Feedback results
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MOVE Academy – Training concept

May 2013 Schaeffler - MOVE Qualification - W. BeauvaisPage 8

#
 o

f 
P

a
rt

ic
ip

a
n
ts

Six Sigma

Green Belt

76,000

Management

and Specialists
MOVE OrganizationWorkshop-

Participants

Employees

Selected "lean" Sub-

jects & Soft Skills

(2 to 5d)

Non-Production Areas and 

Production Areas

all Managers

(Plant, Segment...)

all Specialists involved

(planning, organizing, leading)

20% of employees

MOVE Basics (0.25) 

Lean Enterprise

Lean Office

(2 - 2.5 days)
MOVE Office

"Lite" (0.5 d)

MOVE

"Lite" (0.5 d)

MOVE Qualification

May 2013 Schaeffler - MOVE Qualification - W. Beauvais9

MOVE Academies

Leadership workshops

Benchmark Seminars
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5 days focused on MOVE for Top Management

MOVE Leadership Workshops

May 2013 Schaeffler - MOVE Qualification - W. Beauvais10

•to learn MOVE 
hands on

•to demonstrate 
MOVE to the 
employees

•to experience what 
can be achieved in 5 

days
•to expect results in 

the future

The Team:
•BU Manager
•PL Manager

•Plant Manager
•Segment Mgr.
•MOVE Office

•to live MOVE in the 
future

•leading by 
example

11

Qualification: MOVE Leadership Workshops

Visible results

Reduction of space and through put times

Examples
Before After

Large lot sizes

Tow motors

High number of handling steps

Defined inventory level

Defined replenishment rules

Reduced number of handling steps

May 201311 Schaeffler - MOVE Qualification - W. Beauvais
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MOVE Qualification

May 2013 Schaeffler - MOVE Qualification - W. Beauvais12

MOVE Academies

Leadership workshops

Benchmark Seminars

Benchmark Seminars: Learning from the best

May 2013 Schaeffler - MOVE Qualification - W. Beauvais13

Qualification

Preparation Benchmark Visit Post-processing

Training "see and evaluate"

Meeting of the participants

Definition of goals and 
categories to observe
during the visits

Benchmark visit 

Take notes  in the different 
categories (check list)

reflect your experiences 
following the visit: 

What is important for my own 
department/area

Workshop to prepare projects

Transfer the seen to your own 
environment ready for 
implementation in other areas 
of the company

Present results to management 
board

Be open minded: Look out for the positive – avoid to criticize the negative
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Benchmark Seminars: Example

May 2013 Schaeffler - MOVE Qualification - W. Beauvais14

Qualification

- Business unit

- plant management

- development department

- manufacturing engineering

- MOVE department

- Germany

- Slovakia

- China

- India

- …

Implemented ideas coming from the benchmark seminars lead to measurable results

Benchmark Seminar Business Unite "Transmission Applications"

"We will develop lean 

machining equipment"

Japan

Benchmark Seminar "Machinery Department" 

Europe

"Create flow from the raw 

material to the shipping 

department:

A One-Piece-Flow-Pilot 

line"

manual assembly concept

Savings

improve assembly 

concepts

Savings

Experience of real one piece flow

Conclusion

Schaeffler - MOVE Qualification - W. Beauvais15

Academy trainings

Lean enterprise

…….

……..

Lean methods

Workshop trainings

Training on the floor

- Value stream

- TPM/5S

- Kanban

Leadership workshops

learn hands on

lead by examples

achieve results

transfer

Benchmark seminars

learn to see

evaluate and transfer

develop and implement

Employee

MOVE Campus: Qualification is a key element of our lean journey

May 2013
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Let's do it

May 2013 Schaeffler - MOVE Qualification - W. Beauvais16

Just start
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Dipl.-Wirt.-Ing. Marc Goldschmidt is Director for Operational Excellence 
at MTU Friedrichshafen GmbH. After studying industrial engineering he 
started his career with Mercedes-Benz Technology Consulting GmbH. From 
2005 to 2010 his focus was on the implementation of production systems 
and the development of lean production experts  within the automotive 
sector, transportation as well as machine building industry. During the time 
as a consultant Mr. Goldschmidt deepened his practical knowledge within 
an International Lean Manufacturing Consulting – MBA program. In 2010 
he started with MTU as Senior Manager Physical Logistics Series 1600. Mr. 
Goldschmidt was in charge  of the logistics planning and – operations and 
one of the key drivers to build up a light house for the implementation of 
the MTU Productions System.

Tognum
With its two business units, Engines and Onsite Energy, the Tognum Group 
is one of the world’s leading suppliers of engines and propulsion systems 
for off-highway applications and of distributed power generation systems. 
These products are based on diesel engines with up to 10,000 kilowatts 
(kW) power output, gas engines up to 2,150 kW and gas turbines up to 
45,000 kW. 
The product portfolio of the Engines business unit comprises MTU engines 
and propulsion systems for ships, for heavy land, rail and defense vehicles 
and for the oil and gas industry. The Onsite Energy business unit supplies 
distributed power generation systems carrying the MTU Onsite Energy 
brand. These comprise diesel engines for emergency power, prime power 
and continuous power, as well as cogeneration power plants based on gas 
engines and gas turbines that generate both power and heat. Tognum’s 
product portfolio also features fuel-injection systems built by L’Orange.   
In 2012, Tognum generated revenue of around €3.015 billion and employs 
more than 10,000 people. Tognum has a global manufacturing, distribution 
and service structure with 24 fully consolidated companies, more than 140 
sales partners and over 500 authorized dealerships at approximately 1,200 
locations. Since mid-March 2013, Tognum AG has been a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of  Engine Holding GmbH, a joint venture of Daimler AG and 
Rolls-Royce Group plc.

Session 2: Beyond lean learning factories – The 
model plant Ueberlingen as nucleus for the lear-
ning organization
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sessIoN 3:
Creating the future with 
digital learning factories
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Session 3:
Creating the future with digital learning factories

Moderation: Prof. Dr. Gunther Reinhart

Prof. Dr. Gunther Reinhart is full professor for Industrial Management and 
Assembly Technology and director of iwb (Institute for Machine Tools and 
Industrial Management) at Technische Universitaet Munich (TUM). After stu-
dying mechanical engineering, he was research assistant at iwb from 1982 
to 1988 with Prof. Dr. Joachim Milberg. After receiving the Ph.D. from TUM 
he started his industrial career with BMW Group, initially as head of the 
handling and welding engineering department and subsequently as director 
of the body paint shop. In 1993 he turned back to university to become 
professor and director of iwb.
From 2002 to 2007 Professor Reinhart took a sabbatical from university to 
become a member of the executive board of IWKA Corporation, a large 
German supplier with 13,000 employees worldwide. The he was in charge 
of Technology and Marketing.
2007 Professor Reinhart turned back to university and has served with 
Professor Michael F. Zaeh as co-director of iwb with more thand 100 emplo-
yees. He is also the chairman of the Bavarian Cluster for Mechatronics and 
Automation and since 2009 head of the Fraunhofer IWU research-depart-
ment for Resource-Efficient Converting Machines (RMV). Gunther Reinhart 
is member of multiple scientific societies and associations like acatech, WGP, 
WLT, CIRP and AIM. He has approximately 300 publications to his credit and 
is author or editor of ten books and two series. He has supervised doctoral 
theses of some 100 research associates.

The Insitute for Machine Tools and Industrial Management (iwb) of Tech-
nische Universitaet Munich is one of the major production technological 
institutes in Germany and consists of two chairs of the Faculty of Mechani-
cal Engineering in Garching near Munich as well as a use centre in the area 
of production engineering in Augsburg. The two ordinariates, Institute for 
Industrial Management and Assembly Technologies and Institute for Machi-
ne Tools and Manufacturing Technology, define the focus of the research 
topics of iwb.
 
These are manufacturing processes, machine tools, handling, assembling 
and joining technology, control technology, robotics as well as industrial 
management, factory planning and logistics.
The staff of iwb dedicates itself to those fields in its reseach, teaching and 
industrial exchange.
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Dr. Gunilla Sivard is manager of XPRES Virtual Lab and manager of the 
research group Computer systems for design and manufacturing. She has 
previously worked at NASA in knowledge based representation, and Eu-
rostep AB in information modeling and product life cycle management 
(PLM). She has been the project leader of several research projects concer-
ning model based development of manufacturing systems and system neu-
tral modeling of production resources and processes (ISO 10303). Further, 
she recently developed a new Masters course in Digital factories.

The Department of production engineering of KTH Royal Institute of Tech-
nology in Stockholm is the largest university department withing production 
engineering in Sweden. The department conducts research and teaching 
within the five chairs of Machine and process technology, Industrial metro-
logy and optics, Evolvable production systems/Production systems, Compu-
ter systems for design and manufacturing and Sustainable manufacturing.
The Initiative for excellence in production research – XPRES with KTH Royal 
Institute of Technology as main contractor and Mälardalen University and 
Swerea Group research institutes as partners is a strategic research area 
funded by the Swedish government.
The Centre for design and managment of manufacturing systems – DMMS 
is a research and education centre mainly funded by the industrial partners. 
The focus is manufacturing of advanced, capital and knowledge intensive 
mechanical products, such as automotive powertrain parts.

Dr. Thomas Lundholm is manager of XPRES. He has research and com-
mercial development experiences in adaptive machining control, CNC 
system applications, manufacturing data acquisition and analysis, manufac-
turing system supervision and management, manufacturing resource mo-
delling and gear manufacturing. He is involved in ISO standardization.

Session 3: XPRES - a digital learning factory for 
adaptive and sustainable manufacturing of future 
products
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David Koch is a research and development engineer at the Advanced Tech-
nologies and Standards department of Siemens Industry sector. He is res-
ponsible for several advanced research projects for the Industry Automation, 
Drive Technologies and Customer Services divisions.
David studied computer engineering with focus on closed-loop controls 
at TU Ilmenau. During his studies, he worked for Siemens Drive Technolo-
gies in the area of drive control and structural dynamics in Erlangen. After 
finishing his degree as an engineer, he joined Siemens Industry Automation 
at the Advanced Technologies and Standards department in Nuremberg. He 
has experience with research topics from Siemens Industry: e.g. CAD, CAM, 
machine tools, product lifecycle management, mechatronic engineering and 
virtual commissioning.

The Siemens Industry Sector (Erlangen, Germany) is the world’s leading sup-
plier of innovative and environmentally-friendly products and solutions for 
industrial customers. With end-to-end automation technology and industrial 
software, solid vertical-market expertise, and technology-based services, the 
Sector enhances its customers’ productivity, efficiency, and flexibility. With 
a global workforce of more than 100,000 employees, the Industry Sector 
comprises the Industry Automation, Drive Technologies and Customer Servi-
ces divisions as well as the Metals Technologies Business Unit. 
For more information, visit http://www.siemens.com/industry

Session 3: Innovation of virtual commissioning 
solutions with the help of our Smart Automation 
research plant
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Session 3: Digital – Real Learning Factory for 
manufacturing engineering

Professor Dr.-Ing. Prof. E.h. Dr.-Ing.E.h. Dr.h.c. (mult) Engelbert West-
kämper is Director (em.) of FhG-IPA, IFF and GSaME at University Stuttgart
Westkämper studied Mechanical Engineering at the RWTH Aachen. After 
his Dr. degree he worked in leading positions from 1977 to 1987 in aircraft 
(MBB) and in electronics industry (CAEG) with responsibilities for manufac-
turing technologies. 
From 1988 to 1995 he was appointed as Professor and director of the Insti-
tute of Machine Tools and Manufacturing Technologies (IWF) at the Univer-
sity of Braunschweig. 1995 - 2011 he was head of the Institute of Industrial 
Manufacturing and Management (IFF) at the University Stuttgart and execu-
tive director of the Fraunhofer-Institute for Manufacturing Engineering and 
Automation (IPA) in Stuttgart, Germany.
He was founder and CEO of the Graduate School of Excellence for advan-
ced Manufacturing Engineering (GSaME) in Stuttgart. 
Westkämper was awarded by universities in Germany, Ukraina and Roma-
nia. He is Fellow of CIRP and ACATEC. He is one of the principal investiga-
tors and Member of the High Level Group of the EU Technology Platform 
Manufuture. 
Westkämper was retired 2011. His successor in FhG-IPA and IFF is Professor 
Dr.-Ing. Thomas Bauernhansl. He is still director of the GSaME and Member 
of the Manufuture High level Group.

Fraunhofer –Institute IPA is an application - oriented institute for Production 
engineering, technologies and automation in Stuttgart. Main fields of re-
search are production management, robotics and robots application,  mate-
rial oriented process-technologies and coating.

IFF is an institute of the university Stuttgart with responsibilities for educa-
tion in manufacturing technologies and management. Basic research areas 
are strategies and methodologies for manufacturing engineering and ma-
nagement and innovative manufacturing systems. Changeability of manu-
facturing, digital and smart factories were topics of development.

The Graduate School of Excellence for advanced manufacturing Engineering 
(GSaME) is an interdisciplinary graduate school of the University Stuttgart. 
GSaME was foundet 2008 in the German universities  excellence program. 
75 doctoral students make their doctoral thesis in the fields of Factories of 
the Future strategies, global networking, ICT for manufacturing materials 
and  technologies and intelligent production systems. GSaME follows a dual 
system in research and education. GSaME was awarded 2011 by Acatech 
for best practices in doctoral sytems.
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© Fraunhofer IPA / IFF Universität Stuttgart

www.ipa.fraunhofer.dewww.iff.uni-stuttgart.de www.gsame.uni-stuttgart.de

Digital – Real Learning Factory 
for Manufacturing Engineering 
The Learning Factory University Stuttgart

Engelbert Westkämper
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Prof. E.h. Dr.-Ing. E.h. Dr. h.c. (mult) i.R.

Member of the EU ManuFuture High Level Group

© Fraunhofer IPA / IFF Universität Stuttgart

Megatrends and Fields of Actions for Manufacturing 
Development towards Re-Industrialisation of Europe

Individualism

Politics

Education

Infrastructure

Manufacturing

2030

Research

Globalization

Ageing

Sustainability

Finance

Technologies

Urbanization

Public debt

Knowledge & ICT

Population

Resources

Customization

Slide 2
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Topics of the Strategic Innovation Agenda

Innovative
Technologies for
Manufacturing

Competitive &
Sustainable
Development

• Infrastructure 
& Education

• New Business 
Models in the
Life Cycle of 
Products

• Knowledge
based
Manufacturing 
Engineering

• Innovative 
Products & 
Processes

Factory as
good neighbor
Manufacturg

in urban 
Environment

Factory
in the 

Value-Chain

Digital 
Factory and

Humans
in the

Age of ICT

Factory and
Nature 

Lean, Clean, 
Green 

Factories

Slide 3
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Infrastructure for Sustainable and Global Growth

High

Adding

Value

Capital
Intensive
Goods
Enabler Sectors

Consumer
Goods
Emerging 

Sectors

Infrastructure and surrounding conditions

Humans
and ICT

Green
Factories

Factories
In the

Value chain

Urban
Factories

Research

ICT

Education

Transport

Sustainable

Growth

Competition

Knowledge

Slide 4
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© Fraunhofer IPA / IFF Universität Stuttgart

Increasing Demand for Qualification at all Levels

System Competence

Workers for Production, Logistics, Administration

Skilled Workers for Production, Service  

Technicians, Specialists

Engineers

System-

Engineers

Mgt
Increasing Demand
- Customization

- Adaptation

- Precision

- Complexity

- Reliability

Cooperative Work
- Working groups

- Team work (simultaneous)

- interdisciplinar

- networking

- Work in ICT environment

Slide 5
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Learning and Teaching for Qualification in the Triangle

Industry

Basic Education and Skill

Dual Education
for

skilled workers

Post University
Education and
Qualification

Customers 
Support 

and Training

Universities

Learning 

and

Teaching 

Factory

Public 
Education

Organizations

Training of Customers

High End of Technology

Slide 6
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Key Technology: Manufacturing Engineering
or the factories of the future

adaptive, intelligent, low resource consumption

Technologies of entire process chain

sales, marketing
offers, orders

construction,
planning

control system
process control

high-performance
factories
machines
equipment

sites
Industrial sectors: 
mechanical engineering, tool machines, tool making, 
automation, printing machines, textile machines..
software for production

Sectors of application:
automotive
aerospace
electrical engineering
energy management

Digital 
Factory

Smart
Factory

Planning
Processes

system
integration

Engineering 
Support for

Factory 
Management

& Service

application knowledge

Innovative
Product

Technologies

management
and

service

upgrading
rebuilding

change

Remote
Factory

Digital
Products
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Production

Synchronization of Product and Factory Lifecycle

Slide 8
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Process

Planning
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Planning

Development

Construction

Rapid Prototyping

Usage/Service

Recycling

Research, Strategic 

Planning

Technology, 

Development

Simultaneous

Engineering

Factory Life Cycle

Product Life Cycle

Life Cycle Management
Digital Engineering
Data Management
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System-View: the new Paradigma of Manufacturing

• Manufacturing Network

• Supply, Production, Distribution

• Locaction, plant, site

• Segments: Workshops, Technologies

• Manufacturing- / Assembly- Systems
• Subsystems: flow of… 

• Material, tools,

• information, energy , air…

• Machines

• Workplaces
• Processes

System Levels of FactoriesScalable Structure of  Factories

Environment

System

Relations

Subsystem System-
boundary

Element Environmental
element

Elements: Humans, Data, Information, Parts, Components, Products,…

Factories are complex socio-technical systems

The Efficiency depends on the characteristics and properties of its elements 

and relations and structure of the systems 

Slide 9
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Production

Network

Production

Sites

Production

Segments

Production

Systems

Production

Cells

Workplaces

Machines

1

2

3

4

5

6

7 Processes

Vertical
Structure

Process Chains

Optimizing
Production
Structure

Optimizing
Factory Layouts and
System Configuration

Optimizing
Facilities
and Processes

Adaptation on all Scales: Every Time Optimized

Slide 10
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The Role of Industrial Engineering

Technologies
Markets

Customers

Advanced
Industrial

Engineering

Products

Manufacturing Engineering
Workplaning
Operations
Time, cost, quality

Strategies and Technologies
Sites, Networks, Investment
Organization
People

Holistic Production Systems
Methodologies

Digital Factory
Systems and tools

Realisation
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Objectives of Manufacturing Engineering

Global Competition & Sustainability

…..along the life cycle of products

Transformability
Flexibility

High Performance

Technical 
Intelligence

Digital Engineering

Innovative
Technologies

Sustainable 
Products

Economic
Efficiency

Ecologic Efficiency

Social Efficiency

Green
Manufacturing

Factory of the Future

Global

Network

Factories

Segments System-

boundaries

Environment

Adaptive

Manufacturing

Systems

Machines

Workplaces

Information

Material

Processes

Operations

Employees

Slide 12
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Process of learning within industrial production

High
Performance
Assimilation

Technical Intelligence

Technical
Technological

Organizational
Methodical

Education 
and
Training 
with Digital 
Tools

Knowledge
&

Information

Customer Wishes

Product Development
Digital Products

Manufacturing Process
Production system

Production Results

Digital Factory

Process Monitoring

Factory of the Future
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Learning Factory for advanced Industrial Engineering

…from
Digital …

…to
Physical...

… to
Digital…

…from
Physical…

Education 

of management, engineers 

technicians and skilled people 

qualifying them for… 

• Changeability

• Planning and Optimization of 

factories, processes and 

workflows

• Application of digital tools and 

digital factory

• Adaptive manufacturing

• Learning Manufacturing

In realistic Scenarios 
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Re-configurable Manufacturing System

Slide 15

Standard Moduls 
- manufacturing
- Assembly cells
- robotcells
-manual work stations
- transport
- storage

Standardised Interfaces
- Mechanic
- Electric
- Electronic
- Air
- (Water, Fluids)
- Communication

Source: IFF, FESTO
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Re-configurable Manufacturing System (FESTO)
Learning Factory Stuttgart

Source: IFF, FESTO
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Session 3: Digital – Real Learning Factory for manufacturing engineering
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Digital Environment in the Learning Factory

• Work plans

• Processplans

• Machines,Tools

• Time,cost calculation

• Quality Mgt.

• MES Systeems

• Data Collection

• CNC

• Robots

• Measurement

• Diagnostic

• Locations

• Logistic

• Investment

• Mediia

• Infrastructure

• Products

• Production

• Ressources

• Markets

CAE/CAD

Simulation

CAP/CAQ

Process CAP

Simulation

Communication

Intern/extern

MRP

PPS

SPS

MES

BDE

Documentation

Administration

Workflows

MRP-Systems

PLM Systems

Strategy-
planning

Structure-
planning

Process-
planningProduction

Factory Data 
Management
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Production programme

Market
(volume / date)

Product configuration

ProE / Windchill

Developement of scenarios

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario n…

Management 
Learning 
Laboratory
Delmia Process
Engineer

Production system configuration

Layout planning

Logistic planning

Factory planning table

Logistic test bench
Quest

Process planning

MTM-TiCon / MTM-eGPS
V5 DPM Assembly

Work place design

MTM-TiCon / MTM-eGPS
Assembly configurator
Delmia Process Engineer
V5 Robotics

Order Management / Production controlling PSImes

Master computer of the physical model factory

Realisation of the planning setting-up / start-up

iTRAME – Modul
(manual work place)

iTRAME – Modul
(transportation)

iTRAME – Modul
(robot cell)R

ea
l F

ac
to

ry
F

ac
to

ry
 P

la
n

n
in

g

manu-
facturing

shipping

Reconfigurable assembly system

Delmia Process 
Engineer

Digital level of the Learning Factory
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Manufacturing in the digital Age

Digital 
Products

Digital
Factories

Engineering 
in a digital

Environment
with

„Soft-Machines“

„Engineering 

Apps“

Administration 
in a digital

Environment
with

changeable, 

individual 

Workflows

Threats: ICT-Security, gap digital-real world, ICT costs, bureaucracy

Global ICT - Networks – Product Life-Cycle Management – real time IT  

Opportunities: Tools for Engineers (soft Machines), IT-Services, Efficiency of Engineers
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Remote
Manufacturing

Manufacturing Engineering
Digital and virtual

Product Engineering,
Process planning

and Process control
with learning elements and
In situ-Process-Simulation

Zero-Defects

Zero Emission

Customised
Manufacturing Solutions

Process
Technologies
beyond limits

Adaptability for
turbulent Markets

Intelligent Machines

Flexibility and
High Performance
High energetic efficiency

Remote
Manufacturing

Scientific based
Process Models

Intelligent Manufacturing Systems
Increasing the efficiency of manufacturing
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Session 3: Digital – Real Learning Factory for manufacturing engineering
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Learning factory the Lab of The Graduate School GSaME

Individual education program

University of StuttgartFraunhofer IPA and IAO

Industry

A
Strategies and 

Factories’ DevelopmentA
Strategies and 

Factories’ Development B
Management of Global 

Manufacturing 

Networks
B

Management of Global 

Manufacturing 

Networks

C
Information and 

Communication for 

Manufacturing
C

Information and 

Communication for 

Manufacturing
D

Equipment and Service 

Engineering D
Equipment and Service 

Engineering

E
Materials and Process 

Engineering E
Materials and Process 

Engineering F
Intelligent 

Manufacturing Systems F
Intelligent 

Manufacturing Systems

Technologies 
and Methods

for
Factories of the Future

GSaME

Graduate School for

advancved

Manufacturing Engineering

University Stuttgart

• Dual System
• Individual Education
• Learning factory
• Scientific Profile
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Summary

Slide 22

• Increasing demand for qualification & skill on all levels

• Manufacturing engineering has the key role for optimization and innovation

• The Learning Factory in Stuttgart was the result of a basic research project

• Transfer from SFB to Practice – 2005

• Factory of the Future: Adaptability, permanent optimization of the system

• Technical environment digital factory and flexible manufacturing system

• Reconfigurable

• Link between physical shop and digital world (cyber physical system)

• Education programm for

• Changeability and Management

• Advanced industrial Engineering

• ICT- Systems

• Future: Implementation of technical Intelligence

Digital-Real Learning Factory for Manufacturing Engineering
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Urban rail network
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Contact

Fraunhofer IWU  – Project Group Resource-efficient 
Mechatronic Processing Machines RMV
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Gunther Reinhart

Beim Glaspalast 5 | 86153 Augsburg | Germany
Phone +49 (0) 821 568 83-65
Mail: info.rmv@iwu.fraunhofer.de
www.iwu.fraunhofer.de/rmv

Contact Person
Dipl.-Wirt.Ing. (FH) Peter Schnellbach
peter.schnellbach@iwu.fraunhofer.de
Phone: +49 (0) 821 568 83-78 

Institute for Machine Tools and Industrial Management (iwb)
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Gunther Reinhart, Prof. Dr.-Ing Michael Zäh

Boltzmannstr.15 | 85748 Garching | Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 89 289-15500
Mail: info@iwb.tum.de  
www.iwb.de
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